
Along with the new boardwalk lighting through the wetlands, 
lighting was also required for the existing network of pathways 
throughout the reserve and for a recreational basketball court 
positioned in the centre. As Banjo Paterson Reserve is close to 
residential properties the council required a solution that had 
adaptable lighting controls to allow the light to dim down at preset 
times of the evening so there was no light spill into homes at night. 

As a standard complimentary service, a lighting design was created 
which included strategic pole placement in accordance with AS/
NZS 1158.3.1 public lighting compliance standards. Due to a high 
amount of tree foliage throughout the parkland, considerations 
needed to be made for areas that had some sunlight blockage. 
The solution for these areas was a source-remote arrangement 
where solar engines remotely feed power (by DC cable in a shallow 
trench) to a stand-alone LED light in a required location. Additional 
AE6 solar engines with high watt LED lights were used for the 
increased illumination required around the basketball court.

City of Casey lights up their 
picturesque parklands for locals 
to safely use and enjoy in the 
evenings

Leadsun adaptive lighting controls pleases  
parkland’s neighbouring homes
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

CASE STUDY

The City of Casey identified that the very popular 
Banjo Paterson Reserve in Lynbrook required a lighting 
solution to create a safe family environment that would 
allow the local community to enjoy this picturesque 
parkland which included a beautiful boardwalk through  
a natural wetlands area.

Strategic lighting design

CLIENT
City of Casey

PROJECT
Banjo Paterson Reserve 
pathway lighting

TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS
Bunurong/Boonwurrung People 
of the Kulin nation
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All lights are connected to the EDGE Wireless 
Control System that allows remote monitoring 
and configuring of the complete lighting 
network. This allows the council to control the 
full brightness light levels in high use times, 
and then preset the DIM mode at 20% in low 
use times until dawn. EDGE Wireless Control 
System also provides continuous health check 
updates of each system, as well as individual/
group time-stamped lighting control.

EDGE Wireless Control System

We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land 
on which this project was undertaken, the Bunurong/
Boonwurrung People of the Kulin nation. We recognise 
their continuing connection to land, waters and culture 
and we pay our respects to Elders past, present and 
emerging. 

Acknowledgment of Country

Watch now: Banjo Paterson 
Reserve solar lighting

P Category lighting 
compliance

AS/NZS 1158.3.1.2020 
PP3

Number of lights 55

Solar module  
series AE3 & AE6

Solar size 55W, 80W and 130W

LED output  
programming

100% for 5hrs from 
dusk then DIM till 
dawn with PIR active

Pole footing type EZYFoot & Ragbolt 

Pole type Lowerable 

Additional solutions EDGE
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